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Abstract
Weconsider the task of SNP (SingleNucleotidePolymorphism) genotyping. Inmany studies, genotyping of a large
number of SNPs must be performed. Multiple SNPs can be genotyped together in the same assay (a process called
multiplexed genotyping) provided they adhere to some constraints.We address the optimization problemof designing
assays that maximize the number of genotyped SNPs, subject to the multiplexing constraints. We focus on the SNP
genotyping method based on primer extension and mass-spectrometry (PEA/MS). We translate the optimization
problem to a graph coloring problem, and provide essentially optimal heuristics for solving the corresponding
coloring problem. In addition, we consider a method that enables a dramatic increase in the multiplexing rate by
modifying primer masses. In this case, the multiplexing design problem can be modelled as a matching problem
in hypergraphs. We analyze both theoretical and practical aspects of the problem, providing hardness results and
practical heuristics. The heuristics are tested using simulation methods, and prove to be close to optimal in practice.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
SNP genotyping. The genetic makeup of any two individuals, as determined by their genomic DNA
sequences, differ in a variety of ways. Some of these variations, or polymorphisms, occur in coding re-
gions and may thus have phenotypic manifestations in cellular and larger scale functions, such as disease
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susceptibility, metabolism, protein production, etc. Variations in other regions of the genomic sequence
are useful in studies aimed at ﬁnding genomic regions linked to phenotypic variations. Such studies are
performed by seeking correlations between the phenotypic inheritance patterns and the polymorphic ge-
netic variations (see [15] for a detailed background). In this work we focus on the type of polymorphism
called single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). Single Nucleotide Polymorphism is characterized by dif-
ferences, across the population, in a single base within an otherwise conserved genomic sequence [18].
SNPs have become extremely useful both as indicators of variations in coding regions and as markers
used in linkage, association and linkage disequilibrium studies [16,6].
Given a known SNP and a sample of genetic material containing the locus of this SNP a genotyping
assay is aimed at determining the speciﬁc variation of the SNP present in the sample (see [9]).Association
and linkage analysis studies require genotyping of multiple SNP sites over multiple individuals.
Multiplexing. SNP genotyping is a time-consuming and expensive procedure. Thus, we are interested in
minimizing the number of times the genotyping assay must be performed in a given study. Under certain
circumstances, genotyping of multiple SNP sites can be performed simultaneously, in a single genotyping
assay; a process called multiplexed genotyping. However, not all SNPs can be genotyped together. Each
genotyping method imposes a set of constraints regarding which SNPs can and which cannot be assayed
together. Thus, in order to achieve high multiplexing rates it is necessary to carefully plan the genotyping
assays, in order to allow simultaneous genotyping of as many SNPs as possible.
In association studies certain technologies allow for pooling individuals and for estimating allele
frequencies from the pooled measurements [9]. We note that this pooling process does not effect the
multiplexing design questions considered in this paper. Multiplexing schemes that work for the single
individual case can be extended to the pooled case, assuming that an adequate quantitative reading is
afforded in the mass-spectrometry stage.
The SNP genotyping process. A genotyping assay is typically preceded by a step in which the relevant
regions of the genome are isolated and ampliﬁed (typically using PCR). Therefore, the input to the
genotyping assay is a set of n sequences, spanning the polymorphic sites. The output of the assay is a
set of pairs of letters over the alphabet  = {A,C,G, T }, representing the SNP variations present in the
sample, one pair for each SNP locus. Note that individuals can have heterozygous sites and hence the
calling of each SNP produces a pair of letters.
Because of the importance seen for SNPs as components of genetic studies and as clinically meaningful
indicators, we are witnessing the development of innovative approaches to high throughput SNP genotyp-
ing. In this work we focus on the method based on primer extension and mass-spectrometry (PEA/MS),
which works, roughly, as follows. For each SNP, a primer composing the Watson–Crick complement
of the downstream sequence immediately following the variation site is designed. The primer is put in
contact with the corresponding DNA amplicon, in conditions that favor hybridization. The primer thus
hybridizes to the amplicon at the location immediately following the SNP locus. A polymerase and a
mixture of the four ddNTPs are added to the mixture, in conditions that favor extension. This causes the
primer to be extended by one base on its 3′-side (which corresponds to the upstream direction on the
amplicon). The properties of DNA binding provide that the additional base that extends the primer is the
WC-complement of the base present at the SNP locus. To complete the genotyping process, the extended
primer is separated from the original amplicon, and its mass is measured using mass-spectrometry. The
mass of the extended primer is sum of the mass of the original primer plus the mass of the additional base
(minus 18 amu). Thus, since the four bases have different masses, the total mass of the extended primer
directly indicates what base is present at the SNP locus on the amplicon.
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Fig. 1. Multiplexing criteria: a schematic representation of the mass peaks that can be obtained for four different SNP sites. SNP
sites s1 and s2 cannot be assayed together since their mass spectra overlap. SNP sites s3 and s4 can be assayed together since
their spectra are disjoint.
Multiplexing criteria and problem deﬁnition. For a single biallelic SNP, the mass spectrum obtained in
this genotyping measurement will show two or three peaks—one at the mass of the unextended primer,
and one or two at the masses of the two possible extensions, corresponding to the two SNP alleles. Thus,
two distinct SNP sites can be jointly measured in the same assay if the corresponding triplets of peaks
are disjoint (see Fig. 1). 1 This observation provides a basis for allowing high multiplexing schemes: a
plurality of SNP sites can be jointly measured if the corresponding triplets of masses are pairwise disjoint.
Thus, given a set of SNPs to be genotyped, we seek to partition the set into a minimal number of subsets
such that each subset can be jointly measured. This is the computational problem we address in this
paper.
Our results. We model the multiplexing problem as a graph coloring problem on graphs of a special
type, which we call tuple graphs. We show that the general problem of coloring tuple graphs is NP-
hard, but heuristics provide essentially optimal results for our problem in practice. However, the actual
multiplexing rates obtained, while optimal, do not provide for sufﬁciently high multiplexing. Thus, we
consider a method that enables a dramatic increase in the multiplexing rate by modifying primer masses.
In this case, the multiplexing design problem can be modelled as a matching problem in hypergraphs.
We show that the corresponding approximation problem is NP-hard, and provide heuristic methods that
achieve close to optimal results in practice, when tested on simulated data.
Related work. Ross et al. [17] describe a multiplexed SNP genotyping assay utilizing primer extension
and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The results of calling 12 SNP sites and the methods that enable
this performance are discussed. To resolve conﬂicting spectra, the authors use the natural masses of the
extended primers and, when necessary, additional one or more non-complimentary bases at the 5′ end
of the primers. The total length of the resulting primers is between 15 and 23 bases. The current work
provides a general algorithmic and statistical framework for the systematic design of such multiplexed
assays, and obtains optimalmultiplexing rates especially useful inmuch larger scale assays, wheremanual
design is not possible.
Kivioja et al. [12] consider the problem of optimization in multiplexed transcription proﬁling. In this
case the aim is to measure transcriptional expression level of multiple genes, using hybridization probes.
1 Theoretically, primers with the same mass do not obstruct unique calling. For purposes of assay control we do, however,
want the primers to also not mass overlap.
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Two genes can bemeasured together iff their respective probes have different lengths (for electrophoresis).
Each gene can be measured by any one of a number of probes, and the optimization problem is to choose
the probes so as to minimize the total number of measurements necessary. Kivioja et al. provide a 2-
approximation algorithm for this optimization problem. The problem considered by Kivioja et al. is of a
similar ﬂavor, but different from the one considered in this paper.
In [19] the authors describe methods that utilize graph coloring techniques to obtain optimal design for
multiplexed genotyping of microsatellite markers (a different kind of genetic variation). Here, we take a
similar approach and translate several variants of our design optimization problem into graph coloring
problems.We analyze the complexity of the latter problems and the performance of heuristic approaches
on appropriate stochastic models.
A preliminary version of this paper was presented at WABI 2003 [2].
1.2. Mathematical formalism
Consider a set of n SNP loci, or sites, S = s1, . . . , sn. To each SNP site, s, we associate a triplet,
(Ps,X1s,X2s), where:
• Ps is the primer used for s, and
• X1s and X2s are the two potential extended primers for s.
For a oligonucleotidemolecule x, we denote bym(x) themass of x. The threemass peaks that can possibly
be obtained when genotyping an SNP s are: m(Ps), m(X1s), and m(X2s).
A pair of SNP sites, si and sj (with their associated primers), are said to conﬂict if their respective mass
spectra overlap. Namely,
{m(Psi ), m(X1si ), m(X2si )} ∩ {m(Psj ), m(X1sj ), m(X2sj )} = ∅.
A set U of SNPs is said to be conﬂict free if no two members of U conﬂict. By deﬁnition, a set of SNP
sites can be jointly assayed iff it is conﬂict free. Thus, we are interested in partitioning S into a minimal
number of conﬂict free sets.
2. Optimal multiplexing and coloring 3-tuple graphs
In this section we study the situation where the set S of SNP sites is given and for each site the primer
is predetermined. We are interested in partitioning S into a minimal number of conﬂict free sets. Deﬁne
a graph G(S) = (V ,E) with V = S and (si, sj ) ∈ E iff s1 and s2 conﬂict. The graph G(S) is called
the interference graph of S. Note that an independent set in G(S) corresponds to a conﬂict-free set in S.
A coloring of G(S) corresponds, therefore, to a partition of S into conﬂict-free sets. Thus, it remains to
colorG(S). In general, coloring is known to be NP-hard, even to approximate. However, the graphG(S)
is of special type, which we now study.
2.1. -tuple graphs and their coloring
Each SNP site is represented by a triplet of masses. This motivates the following deﬁnition.
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Deﬁnition 1. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with |V | = n. We say that G is a -tuple graph if there exist
sets T (v1), T (v2), . . . , T (vn) such that:
• For each i, |T (vi)| = .
• G is the intersection graph of this collection; i.e. (vi, vj ) ∈ E iff T (vi)⋂ T (vj ) = ∅.
Thus, the graph G(S) is a 3-tuple graph. It is easy to see that any graph is a -tuple graph for some .
Theorem 1. For any 2, coloring -tuple graphs is NP hard.
Proof: For the case  = 2, by reduction from edge coloring (which is NP hard by Holyer [10]). Consider
a graph G = (V ,E) for which we seek an edge coloring. Deﬁne a graph G′ = (V ′, E′), where V ′ = E
and (e1, e2) ∈ E′ iff e1 ∩ e2 = ∅. Then, by deﬁnition G′ is a 2-tuple graph, and a coloring of G′ is an
edge coloring of G.
For  > 2 reduce from the case  = 2 by padding each tuple Ti with − 2 unique elements (different
elements for each i). 
We denote the chromatic number of a graph G by (G).
Theorem 2. There is a polynomial time algorithm that colors any -tuple graph G in less than  · (G)
colors.
Proof: For a graph G, we denote by (G) the maximal degree of G and by (G) the maximum clique
size. Any graph can be colored with (G)+ 1 colors, in quadratic time. We show that this provides the
desired approximation.
Let G be a -tuple graph, and let T (v1), . . . , T (vn) be the corresponding -tuples. For each element x
in any of the tuples, let f (x) be the number of distinct tuples containing x. Note that for each element x,
the set of tuples containing x constitutes a clique. Let v be the vertex with the highest degree in G and let
T (v) be the corresponding -tuple. Then,
(G) = d(v)
∑
x∈T (v)
(f (x)− 1)
(
max
x∈T (v) f (x)− 1
)
 · (G)−  t · (G)− .
Thus, (G)+ 1 · (G). 
2.2. A heuristic approach
We tested several coloring heuristic approaches to the task of coloring the interference graph that
corresponds to the multiplexing problem. The most successful approach, as measured by performance on
synthetic simulated data, was SLO-coloring (Smallest Last Order coloring, [14]). SLO-coloring proceeds
as follows. First we deﬁne an order on the vertices of the graph G, as follows. Vertex v(1) is the vertex of
minimal degree inG. Inductively v(i+1) is the vertex of minimal degree, in the subgraph ofG induced by
V − {v(1), . . . , v(i)}. The coloring itself is then effected by greedily assigning colors according to the
above order, reversed. That is: assign a random color to v(n); having colored v(n), . . . , v(n−i) assign
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Fig. 2. Number of conﬂict free sets obtained by SLO and lower bound for synthetically generated sets of SNPs of various sizes,
with primers of length 20. The table provides average number computed over 100 instances. Results obtained by SLO were
equal to the lower bound for all tested instances. Histogram: distribution of the number of conﬂict free sets for n = 5000.
one of the used colors to v(n−i−1) if possible, and a new color if none of the existing colors can be
assigned.
2.3. Simulation results
We tested the heuristics on synthetically generated data using primers of length 20, and for varying
values of n—the numbers of SNPs. For each value of n, 100 independent experiments were conducted.
For each experiment, we randomly generated n different SNP tuples, as follows. First we generated the
primer by choosing uniformly at random a sequence of 20 bases. Then, we chose two distinct bases,
uniformly at random, for the two possible extensions. As mentioned, the SLO heuristic provided the best
results. The average results are summarized in Fig. 2.
In order to gauge the quality of the results, we compared the results provided by the SLO heuristic
to the following lower bound. For any element x, the set {Ci : x ∈ Ci} is a clique. Thus, (G)(G)
maxx | {Ci : x ∈ Ci} |. SLO matched the lower bound for all tested instances.
3. Mass modiﬁcation
In the previous section we provided a heuristic for the multiplexing problem, and showed that this
heuristic is essentially optimal. Speciﬁcally, given the set of SNPs to be genotyped, and the masses of
the associated tuples, it is impossible to subdivide the SNP set into a smaller number of conﬂict-free
sets. Thus, if we seek to further increase the multiplexing rate, we must somehow modify the masses
of the tuples. In this section we consider a simple technique for primer mass modiﬁcation, and provide
algorithms for efﬁcient design of multiplexed genotyping assays based on this technique.
3.1. Primer elongation
Consider a speciﬁc SNP. The SNP appears at a speciﬁc site on the genome and the primer for this SNP
is constructed as the WC complement of the bases downstream of this location. Speciﬁcally, a primer of
length  is the sequence of bases that complement the  bases immediately following the SNP site. Note
however, that if we further extend the primer on its 5′-end (which correspond to the downstream direction
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Fig. 3. Primer elongation: the primer is elongated on its 5′-end with bases that do not necessarily form the WC-complement of
the original DNA amplicon. The original primer hybridizes with the amplicon, and extension at the SNP locus takes place on
the other end of the primer. The mass spectra is shifted by the mass of the elongation.
on the amplicon) with a small number of additional bases, the resulting sequence will still function as
a primer for the given SNP site. The reason is that the original sequence will still hybridize at the same
location, the enzymatic reaction takes place on the 3′-end of the sequence, and the additional bases will
simply hang as a “tail’’ at the other end of the primer (see Fig. 3). This process of adding a “tail’’ on the
5′-end is a standard practice in PCR reactions (see, for example, [1, p. 319]). The mass of the elongated
primer is the mass of the original primer, plus the mass of the additional bases. Thus, by elongating the
primer on the 5′-end we can modify its mass without affecting its function. A similar technique was used
in [17]. It is important to note that the entire elongated primer can be synthesized at once, in the same
way ordinary primers are synthesized. We note that the added “tail’’ cannot be too long, or else the tails
may interfere with hybridization process. Also, the dynamic range of the mass-spec does not allow the
set of masses we expect to measure to differ by too much.
As mentioned, the additional bases of the elongated primer need not be the complement of the base
sequence of the original genome. Thus, there are multiple possible elongations for any given primer. If
we restrict elongations to a maximum length k, then any sequence of k or less bases is a valid elongation.
Furthermore, different primers, for different SNP sites, may be elongated using different base sequences.
This provides the opportunity to modify the masses of the primers in a way that will allow for higher
multiplexing rates. In general, in order to achieve a good multiplexing rate, we must:
• for each SNP site s, choose an elongation (“tail’’) sequence, and
• given the elongations, partition the set of resulting SNP tuples into conﬂict-free sets.
Clearly, these two steps are related, and have to be addressed together. We call the combination of both
a multiplexing strategy. In this section we discuss the hardness of obtaining an optimal multiplexing
strategy, and provide efﬁcient heuristics for the problem.
Terminology and notation: Let s1 and s2 be sequences of bases. We denote by s1 + s2 the sequence of
bases obtained by elongating s1 by s2 on the 5′-end. Let s = (Ps,X1s,X2s) be an SNP tuple, and let t
be an elongation (i.e. a sequence of bases). We denote by s + t = {Ps + t,X1s + t,X2s + t} the tuple
resulting by elongating the primer s by t. We call this tuple an elongated tuple.
Deﬁnition 2. Let S be a set of SNPs, and let T be a set of possible elongations. A multiplexing strategy
for (S, T ) is a pair (f, C), where:
• f : S → T is a function that assigns an elongation f (s) ∈ T to each s ∈ S,
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• C is a partition of the set {s + f (s) : s ∈ S} of elongated tuples into conﬂict-free sets.
A multiplexing strategy is optimal if the number of conﬂict-free sets is minimal over all possible multi-
plexing strategies.
The multiplexing problem is: given a pair (S, T ) ﬁnd an optimal multiplexing strategy.
3.2. Mathematical modelling
Consider a multiplexing problem on (S, T ). We model the problem as a matching problem in hyper-
graphs.A hypergraph is a graph where edges connect between 2 or more vertices (see [5] for more details
on hypergraphs). For example, an edge in a hypergraph can connect 4 vertices. In our construction, we
use a speciﬁc type of hypergraphs, which we call extension graphs.
3.2.1. Extension graphs
The following is a formal deﬁnition of extension graphs.
Deﬁnition 3. Let G = (A,B,E) be hypergraph, where A and B are two disjoint sets of vertices and E
is the set of hyperedges. We say that G is an extension graph of A if in each hyperedge e ∈ E there is
exactly one vertex from A. We say that an extension graph G is b-bounded if each hyperedge contains at
most b vertices of B.
Next, we deﬁne the notion of matchings in extension graphs.
Deﬁnition 4. LetG = (A,B,E) be an extension graph of A. For edges e, e′, we say that e and e′ conﬂict
if e ∩ e′ = ∅. For an edge e and a set C ⊆ E we say that e conﬂicts with C if there exists e′ ∈ C such
that e and e′ conﬂict.
A matching in G is a subset C ⊆ E such that for any e ∈ C, e does not conﬂict with C − {e}. For a
vertex v and matching C, we say that C covers v if there is an edge e ∈ C, such that v ∈ e. We denote by
CoverC the set of nodes covered by C. For a collection of matchings P = {C1, C2, . . . , C}, we denote
CoverP =⋃C∈P CoverC.
A matching partition for G is a collection P = {C1, C2, . . . , C}, such that CoverP ⊇ A (i.e. each
vertex v ∈ A is covered by at least one of the matchings in P). A matching partition is minimal if there
is no matching partition with fewer matchings. For an extension graph G, we denote by (G) the number
of matchings in the minimal matching partition for G.
3.2.2. The graph GS,T
Given amultiplexingproblempair (S, T )weconstruct a 3-bounded extensiongraphGS,T = (S,M,E),
as follows:
• S is the set of SNPs,
• M is the set of all masses in all the elongated tuples that can possibly be obtained from S using
elongations from T (recall that s is a triplet):
M = {m() :  ∈ s + t, s ∈ S, t ∈ T } ,
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• For s ∈ S and t ∈ T , deﬁne a hyperedge
es,t = (s,m(Ps+t ), m(X1s+t ), m(X2s+t )) .
In words, es,t connects an SNP swith the three masses of the elongated tuple s+ t . The edges ofGS,T
are:
E = {es,t : s ∈ S, t ∈ T } .
For an edge es,t , we denote s(es,t ) = s and t (es,t ) = t .
We now establish a one-to-one correspondence between matchings in GS,T and conﬂict-free sets
for S.
Claim 1. Let C be a matching inGS,T , and let S′ = {s(e)+ t (e) : e ∈ C} be the induced set of elongated
SNP’s. Then, S′ is a conﬂict-free set.
Proof: Consider e1, e2 ∈ C. Since C is a matching, e1 and e2 are disjoint. Thus, in particular, the masses
of the tuples s1 + t1 and s2 + t2 are disjoint. Hence, they are non-conﬂicting as SNPs. 
The reverse also holds:
Claim 2. Let S′ ⊂ S be a set of SNP sites. For each s ∈ S′, let t (s) be an elongation for s. Suppose that
the set
{
s + t (s) : s ∈ S′} is a conﬂict-free set. Then C = {es,t (s) : s ∈ S′} is a matching in GS,T .
Proof: Similar. 
Corollary 3. Let S be a set of SNP sites, and let T be a set of possible elongations. Let GS,T be the
hypergraph as deﬁned above.Then, the number of non-conﬂicting sets in the optimal multiplexing strategy
for (S, T ) is equal to (GS,T ).
We have thus translated the multiplexing optimization task to ﬁnding a minimal matching partition in
GS,T .
3.3. Hardness result
The minimum matching partition problem is hard:
Theorem 3. The problem of ﬁnding the minimal matching partition in extension graphs is NP-hard.
Furthermore, for any b3 the problem of approximating the minimum matching partition for b-bounded
extension graphs is APX-hard. (That is, there is a constant r > 1 such that there is no polynomial
algorithm that can guarantee an r approximation ratio, unless P=NP).
Proof: We provide an approximation preserving approximation from MAXIMUM k-SET PACKING, which
is known to be APX-complete [11] (see also [3]). The MAXIMUM k-SET PACKING problem is deﬁned as
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follows. Given a collectionX of sets, such that each set inX is of size at most k, ﬁnd a maximum packing,
i.e. a maximum collection (in terms of the number of sets) of disjoint setsX ′ ⊆ X . LetX = {X1, . . . , Xn}
be an instance of the set packing problem. We construct a 3-bounded extension graph G = (A,B,E) as
follows:
• B is the union of all sets in X , B =⋃ni=1Xi ,• A consists of n2 identical vertices, A = {vj : 1jn2},
• For each X ∈ X and v ∈ A, there is an hyperedge connecting v to the elements of X, i.e. E =
{X ∪ {v} : X ∈ X , v ∈ A}.
Note that any packing of size k in X induces a matching in G of size k. Furthermore, since all vertices of
A are identical, the induced matching can cover any k vertices of A. Thus, if there is a packing of size k
for X , then (G)n2
k
 < n2
k
+ 1.
Conversely, consider a matching partitionP forG. This matching partition necessarily includes at least
one matching of size  n2|P| . This matching in G induces a packing in X of the same size.
Suppose there is an algorithmALG that approximates the matching partition problem to within a factor
r of the optimal. Let X be an instance of the packing problem, with optimal solution OPT (X ). Then,
given the instance X we:
1. construct G as above,
2. run ALG on G to obtain a matching partition P that is within r of the optimal, i.e. |P|r · (G) <
r
(
n2
OPT (X ) + 1
)
.
3. pick the largest matching in P and obtain a packing X ′ for X , of size
|X ′| n
2
|P|n
2
(
r · n
2
OPT (X ) + 1
)−1
= n
2 ·OPT (X )
r(n2 +OPT (X ))OPT (X )
n
r(n+ 1)
(The last inequality holds since OPT (X )n.) We thus obtain an approximation ratio that is at least
1/2r and is arbitrarily close to 1/r as n grows. Thus, a constant factor approximation for the minimum
matching partition problem would imply a constant factor approximation for the packing problem. 
3.4. The greedy algorithm
Given the hardness result, we must seek heuristics to ﬁnd efﬁcient multiplexing strategies. In the next
sections we describe three such heuristics. We start with a simple greedy algorithm. Pseudocode of the
algorithm is provided in Fig. 4. A high level description follows.
Let GS,T be an extension graph of S. We seek a matching partition P = {C1, C2, . . .}. The greedy
algorithm starts with P being the empty set. As the algorithm progresses, additional matchings are added
to P . The algorithm iterates through the vertexes of S, one by one, according to some arbitrary order. For
each vertex s ∈ S, the algorithm considers all currently available matchings C ∈ P , one by one. For each
matching, the algorithm checks if the matching can be extended to also cover s. Extending a matching is
performed by adding to it an edge that, on the one hand covers s, and on the other hand does not conﬂict
with the other edges in the matching. If none of the matchings can be extended, a new matching is added
to P .
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Fig. 4. Greedy algorithm.
3.5. Reﬁned greedy algorithm
The greedy heuristic is greedy in the sense that it considers the vertices one by one, chooses an edge to
cover the vertex, and never revisits its choices. However, even in this greedy process the algorithm does
not make any attempt to optimize its choices in the ﬁrst place. The Reﬁned greedy algorithm, described
next, attempts at making better choices within the greedy process.
The key idea of the Reﬁned Greedy algorithm is to try and choose edges that will be least limiting
for future choices. Speciﬁcally, suppose we wish to cover vertex s, and that e covers s. By choosing e
we rule out the possibility of using any edge e′ that conﬂicts with e. Accordingly, the Reﬁned Greedy
algorithm chooses the edge that eliminates the least number of other edges from future use. However,
we only count edges that can be used to cover currently uncovered vertices. This more reﬁned choice of
edges is reﬂected in a reﬁned ChooseEdge procedure, as provided in Fig. 5.
3.6. Rematch algorithm
TheRematch algorithm,whichwe present next, differs from the greedy algorithm in that, if necessary, it
backtracks on previous choices.An overview of the algorithm follows.A detailed pseudo-code is provided
in Fig. 6.
The algorithm starts with the matchings partition P being the empty set, and adds more matching to P
if and when necessary. In its outer loop (lines 2–12), the algorithm loops through all uncovered vertices,
in search for a vertex that can be covered without the need to add another matching to the setP . The main
procedure in this loop is the recursive RecursiveVertexRematch(s,P) procedure.
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Fig. 5. Reﬁned Greedy ChooseEdge procedure.
Fig. 6. Rematch algorithm.
RecursiveVertexRematch(s,P) accepts as input a vertex s and a set of matchings P , such that s is not
covered by P . Its goal is to output a new set of covers P ′ which also covers s. In the course of doing so,
it may omit edges from P and try to cover the corresponding vertices with other edges. However, in the
end of the process, any vertex covered by P must also be covered by P ′, in addition to s.
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RecursiveVertexRematch(s,P) operates as follows. First (lines 2–7) it tries to cover swithout changing
the covering of any other vertex. If this is not possible, the procedure tries to cover s by uncovering another
node s′, covering s and then recursively trying to cover s′ (lines 8–16). The vertex s′ which is uncovered
must have the following properties:
1. uncovering it alone must allow to cover s (lines 10–11),
2. there has been no attempt to cover (or re-cover) it since the last time the main algorithm successfully
managed to add a new vertex to set of matchings.
Property (1) guarantees no branching in the recursive process, thus avoiding exponential blowup. Property
(2) guarantees termination. The worst case complexity of the algorithm is bounded by O(|P| ·  · n2),
where |P| is the size of the resulting matching partition,  is the maximum degree of the vertices in S,
and n is the number of vertices in S.
3.7. Simulation results
We tested the heuristics using simulations on synthetically generated data. We conducted the tests on
a wide range of parameters, both in the number of SNPs and in the length of the elongation. In order to
measure the results of the algorithms we would have liked to compare their output to the true optimum.
However, computing the optimum is NP hard, and thus infeasible for the sizes we tested. Instead, for
each instance we provide a lower bound on the optimum, and compare the output of the heuristics to
this lower bound. As we shall see, the Rematch algorithm provides results very close to the lower bound,
which shows that the lower bound is very close to the true optimum, on one hand, and that the Rematch
algorithm is close to optimal, on the other.
3.7.1. The lower bound
Given an extension graph G = (S,M,E) we deﬁne a new extension graph, which we call the split
graph of G,G′ = (S′,M ′, E′), in which each three-headed hyperedge e in E, is replaced by three simple
edges in E′, as follows:
• S′ = {u(1), u(2), u(3) : u ∈ S}, i.e. each vertex of S has three copies in S′,
• M ′ = M ,
• E′ = {(u(1), x), (u(2), y), (u(3), z) : (u, x, y, z) ∈ E}, i.e. each hyperedge (u, x, y, z) in E is split into
three separate simple edges, each connecting one of the weights (x, y or z) to a corresponding copy
of u.
Claim 4. Let G = (S,M,E) be an extension graph and let G′ = (S′,M ′, E′) be the split graph of G.
Then, (G′)(G).
Proof: Let C1, . . . , Ck be a minimal matching partition for G. We construct a matching partition
C′1, . . . , C′k for G′ as follows. For j = 1, . . . , k,
C′j =
{
(u(1), x), (u(2), y), (u(3), z) : (u, x, y, z) ∈ C
}
.
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That is, for each edge e ∈ Cj , the set C′j contains the three edges of E′ obtained by splitting e. It is easy
to see that C′1, . . . , C′k is a matching partition for G′. 
G′ is a simple graph, not a hypergraph. Thus, ﬁnding a minimum matching partition in G′ can be
obtained by ﬁnding a degree constrained subgraph of G′ [7], such that all the nodes of S′ have degree 1,
and those ofM ′ have degree k. Searching for the least k for which this is possible provides the optimal
coloring.
Alternatively, since the graphG′ is bi-partite, a simpler algorithm based on bi-partite matching can be
used. For concreteness we describe this algorithm.
Let H = (A,B,E) be a bi-partite graph. Suppose we want to check if there is a minimal matching
partition forHwith at most kmatchings. Construct a new bi-partite graphH(k) = (A′, B ′, E′), as follows:
• A′ = A,
• B ′ = {v(1), . . . , v(k) : v ∈ B}, i.e. each vertex of B has k copies in B ′,
• E′ = {(u, v(i)) : (u, v) ∈ E, i = 1, . . . , k}, i.e. each edge is duplicated for each of the copies of the
vertexes of B.
Claim 5. There exists a matching partition of size k in H iff there exists a (regular) matching in H(k)
which covers all vertexes of A′.
Proof: Let C1, . . . , Ck be a matching partition in H. Then
C =
k⋃
i=1
{
(u, v(i)) : (u, v) ∈ Ci
}
is a matching in H(k) covering all of A′. Conversely, let C be a matching in H(k) covering all of A′. For
i = 1, . . . , k, let Ci =
{
(u, v) : (u, v(i)) ∈ C}. Then C1, . . . , Ck is a matching partition in H. 
Finding a maximum matching in a bi-partite graph is polynomial [8], and we can therefore calculate
the minimum matching partitions for G′ by applying Claim 5 for increasing values of k.
3.7.2. The test data
We tested our algorithms for varying values of n—the number of SNPs, and k—the maximum length of
elongation. For a given k, we allowed all elongations up to length k (thus, T is the set of all elongations up
to length k). For each pair of n and k, 100 independent experiments were conducted. For each experiment,
we randomly generated n different SNP tuples, as described in Section 2.3.
3.7.3. Results
Tests were conducted for n = 500, 1000, 2000, and 5000, and k ranging from 1 to 5. For each instance
we recorded: (i) the size of the matching partition produced by the Reﬁned Greedy algorithm, (ii) the
size of the matching partition produced by the Rematch algorithm, and (iii) the lower bound. The results
(averages) are provided in Table 1. Fig. 7 depicts the average number of matchings as a function of the
length of the elongation, for n = 500 and n = 5000. The results clearly demonstrate the power of the
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Table 1
Mass modiﬁcation method—simulation results
Number of SNPs Elongation Lower bound Reﬁned greedy Rematch
100 No elongation 5.2
1 1.7 2.0 2.0
2 1.0 1.0 1.0
3 1.0 1.0 1.0
4 1.0 1.0 1.0
5 1.0 1.0 1.0
500 No elongation 15.3
1 4.3 6.4 5.2
2 2.8 3.5 3.0
3 2.0 2.0 2.0
4 1.2 2.0 2.0
5 1.0 1.5 1.0
1000 No elongation 26.6
1 7.7 11.2 9.1
2 4.6 6.0 5.0
3 3.0 4.0 3.1
4 2.0 3.0 3.0
5 2.0 2.0 2.0
2000 No elongation 47.8
1 14.5 20.0 16.6
2 8.4 11.0 9.1
3 6.0 7.1 6.0
4 4.0 5.0 4.8
5 3.0 4.0 4.0
5000 No elongation 110.9
1 34.7 45.0 39.4
2 20.1 24.8 21.8
3 13.3 16.4 14.1
4 10.0 12.0 10.1
5 8.0 9.9 8.0
Averages of 100 simulation for each entry.
mass modiﬁcation technique. With an elongation of length 5, the number of matchings is reduced by a
factor of more than 10. Both heuristics yield results close to the lower bound. The results of the Rematch
algorithm, in particular, are close to optimal throughout the entire range.
4. Resolution
The results presented so far assume 1-amu resolution of the mass-spectrometer. That is, we assume
that masses that are 1-amu apart can be distinguished. While such resolutions are indeed achievable with
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Fig. 7. Mass modiﬁcation method: simulation results. The lower bound with no elongation is provided for comparison.
current technology, lesser resolutionsmay be used in practice. If this is the case then additional restrictions
on the multiplexing apply. Speciﬁcally, suppose that we can only distinguish between masses that are d
amu apart. Then, two SNPs can be measured together only if the set of masses in their combined spectra
are at least d amu apart. In terms of the terminology used above, the reduced resolutions translates to
a revised deﬁnition of the notion of conﬂict between SNPs (Section 1.2), and accordingly, to a revised
deﬁnition of conﬂict between edges in an extension graph (Deﬁnition 4). For a resolution of d, conﬂict
in extension graphs is deﬁned as:
Deﬁnition 5. Let G = (A,B,E) be an extension graph of A. Let e1 = (a1, b11, . . . , b1k) and e2 =
(a2, b21, . . . , b
2
t ) be hyperedges such that ai ∈ A and bij ∈ B. We say that e1 and e2 conﬂict with respect
to resolution d, if there exist b1i ∈ e1 and b2j ∈ e2 such that |b1i − b2j | < d.
Given this revised deﬁnition of conﬂict, the deﬁnitions and heuristic algorithms of Section 3 apply as
before. In particular, the Rematch algorithm readily extends to the reduced resolution setting, by simply
plugging-in the revised deﬁnition of conﬂict (in lines 4 and 10 of RecursiveVertexRematch).
We note that for the setting where mass modiﬁcation is not considered (i.e. the setting of Section 2),
the approximation algorithm provided by Theorem 2 does not extend to the case of reduced resolution.
For this setting one can use the approximation algorithm of Bar-Yehuda et al. [4] for coloring t-interval
graphs (with t = 3). If the minimum resolution is d, then each SNP corresponds to a triplet of intervals
each of size 2d − 1, and the conﬂict graph is the corresponding 3-interval graph. Bar-Yehuda et al. [4]
provide an approximation algorithmwhich colors the graph in at most 2t ((G′)−1) colors, where(G′)
is the clique number of the underlying (simple) interval graph.
We tested the performance of the Rematch algorithm in the setting of reduced resolution, using synthet-
ically generated data. As for the 1 amu resolution case, we compared the results to an appropriate lower
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bound. The lower bound is similar in nature to the one we used for the 1 amu case, with modiﬁcations to
accommodate restricted resolution.
Lower bound. Given an extension graph G = (S,M,E) we deﬁne a set of corresponding bi-partite
graphsGi = (Si,Mi, Ei), i = 0, . . . , d−1, as follows. For an integer x let repdi (x) be the closest integral
point to x, from below, that is conjugate to i modulo d, i.e. repdi (x) = max
{
x′x : x′ ≡ i mod d}. We
call repdi (x) the i-th representative of x. Notice that for any i, if two masses have the same representative,
then they are less than d apart, and hence conﬂict. The graph Gi = (Si,Mi, Ei) is deﬁned as:
• Si =
{
u(1), u(2), u(3) : u ∈ S}, i.e. each vertex of S has three copies in Si ,
• Mi =
{
x′ : ∃x ∈ M s.t. x′ = repdi (x)
}
, i.e. the setMi consists of the ith representatives of all masses
in M.
• Each three headed hyperedge e = (u, x, y, z) ∈ E is replaced in Ei by the three simple edges:
(u(1), repdi (x)), (u
(2), repdi (y)) and (u(3), rep
d
i (z)), i.e. each of the three simple edges connects one of
the copies of u with the corresponding i-th representative fromMi .
Claim 6. LetG = (S,M,E) be an extension graph and letGi = (Si,Mi, Ei) any of the corresponding
bi-partite graphs, as described above. Suppose that in G the vertices of S can be covered with k non-
conﬂicting sets, were conﬂict is deﬁned with respect to resolution d. Then, inGi the vertices of Si can be
covered by k disjoint sets of (simple) edges.
The proof is analogous to that of Claim 4. Thus, for each i, (Gi) is a lower bound on the size of the
covering partition of G, with respect to resolution d. The graphGi is a simple bi-partite graph. Thus, we
can compute (Gi), as described above (Section 3.7). Thus, to obtain the best lower bound, we compute
(Gi) for i = 0, . . . , d− 1 and take the maximum.We note that this lower bound is not necessarily tight.
In particular, masses may conﬂict in the original graph G but not in the graph Gi .
Simulation results. We tested the Rematch algorithm for resolutions of 2, 5, and 8. In these tests we
allowed primer elongation of up to 5 bases. Tests were conducted for n (the number of SNPs) equaling
100, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000. Each set of parameters was tested on 100 separate instances, generated
randomly, as described in Section 2.3. The results (averages) are provided in Table 2. Fig. 8 plots the
averages as a function of the resolution for n = 500 and n = 5000. As can be seen, the Rematch
algorithm obtains results which are within approximately 1.3–1.4 of the lower bound (plus-minus one).
We emphasize that the lower bound in not necessarily tight, so the results may be even closer to the true
optimum.
5. Discussion
We presented an analysis of the problem of optimizing the design of multiplexed SNP genotyping
when using the primer-extension and mass-spectrometry genotyping method. There are several variants
of the problem, some of mathematical interest and some of more practical interest. For example, suppose
that the primers corresponding to S all have distinct masses (i.e. si = sj ⇒ m(Psi ) = m(Psj )). In this
case, the corresponding conﬂict graph can be colored in at most 8 colors. This is achieved by an SLO-like
process working with the m(Ps) ordered left to right. See [13] for more details and further variants.
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Table 2
Simulation results for reduced resolutions
Resolution Number of SNPs Lower bound Rematch
2 100 1.0 1.0
500 2.0 2.0
1000 3.0 4.0
2000 6.0 7.1
5000 14.9 17.1
5 100 1.0 2.0
500 4.0 5.1
1000 7.0 10.0
2000 14.0 18.8
5000 34.1 44.9
8 100 2.0 2.0
500 6.0 8.0
1000 11.3 15.0
2000 22.2 28.7
5000 54.9 69.3
Averages of 100 simulations for each entry. Elongations of up to ﬁve bases.
Fig. 8. Performance of Rematch algorithm with reduced resolutions. Elongation is set to a maximum of 5 for these simulations.
PCR multiplexing. An issue of great practical importance is that of multiplexing the PCR ampliﬁcation
stage, which precedes the extension and mass-spectrometry stages considered in this paper. We note that
our results can be used to allow greater ﬂexibility in the PCR multiplexing stage. Speciﬁcally, suppose
that there is a set S of SNPs to be genotyped, ﬁrst by undergoing PCR ampliﬁcation and then by primer
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extension and mass spectrometry. Then, any set of SNP sites that undergo PCR ampliﬁcation together
must also undergo mass spectrometry together. Thus, only non-conﬂicting SNPs can be considered for
joint PCR multiplexing. Our results allow for the design of large non-conﬂicting SNP sets (with respect
to their masses), thus allowing greater ﬂexibility in design the PCR multiplexing.
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